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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Gourmet Pizza Kitchen from ERINA. Currently, there are 19
dishes and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What User likes about Gourmet Pizza Kitchen:
Went to this restaurant prior to going to Hoyts.We had a Complimentary Voucher - "buy one, get one free".GPK
Erina has a large indoor dining area as well as an outdoor, covered area.The menu includes starters, salads as

well as a good choice of pizzas ( 16 as per the menu). Average price of pizzas is about $22.We chose the
Moroccan and New Orleans pizzas. Both cooked perfectly, thin based, large servings and full of... read more.
When the weather is nice you can also have something outside, And into the accessible spaces also come

visitors with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about Gourmet Pizza Kitchen:
So went back to a place we went to as a family years before...maybe a netball lunch, or 11 year birthday. That is

where it should have stayed. Pizzas were repetitive and ver old fashioned and little kids were everywhere in a
cavernous atmosphere-less space. Service was fine until the very school cafeteria line up to pay. Much much

better pizza/wine place up the road at Erina heights... read more. In Gourmet Pizza Kitchen, a place with Italian
menus from ERINA, typical Italian cuisine, with main courses such as pizza and pasta, is available to you, Don't
miss the chance to eat the crispy and crunchy pizza, prepared straight out from the oven in an traditional way.

Also, the menus from Australia of this place are notable, Likewise, the visitors of the restaurant prefer the
comprehensive selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant provides.
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